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INSIDE: 
NEWS: 
Campus Chat Room 
pg.4 
Do you think there is 
enough security on 
campus? Five UCF 
students give their 
feelings of security, and 
insecurity on campus. 
FEATURES: 
Movie Reviews 
pg.16 
Chris O'Donnell holds 
court in The Chamber 
SPORTS: 
Gridiron Report 
pg.9 
The Golden Knights 
football squad will try 
to snap a four-game 
losing steak when they 
face off with the 
Samford Bulldogs at 
the Florida Citrus Bowl 
on Saturday. 
Get all the details of the 
match up in the 
Gridiron Report. 
UCF president's house 
starting to take shape 
by WAEL MOURAD 
Staff writer 
Next fall UCF will be add-
ing a flair of tradition on campus 
with the construction of the 
President's house. Built for the 
purpose of fur:d-raising as well as 
"friend" iaising, community and 
university leaders anticipate that, 
when it is completed, the 
President's house will upgrade the 
overall image of the Golden 
Knights and UCF in general. 
Ground was broken for 
the $1.75 million project last June 
12, and according to David 
Finnerty, assistant director of pub-
1 ic affairs, "The Burnett House" is 
developing well. The future home 
of UCF President Dr. John Hitt is 
starting to take shape as several 
walls and supports are in place. 
According to Finnerty, comple-
see HOUSE page 5 
photo/SOILEAU 
The UCF President's house is expected to rival similiar facilities 
at other universities. Completion is slated for July 1997. 
For sonte finding a parking 
place on calllpus is a steal 
by MICHELLE ABRAM 
Staff writer 
parking decal," Sergeant Tom 
Gorbas, UCFPD Crime Preven-
tion Coordinator, said. 
Parking decals are hard to When a UCF parking decal 
come by for some UCF students; is stolen from a vehicle and re-
so they steal them. UCF Police ported to the UCFPD,- the UCFPD 
Department crime statistics reveal informs the Student Parking Pa-
that every semester a numerous trollers. 
amountofUCFparkingdecalsare "UCFPD Student Parking 
stolen. Patrollers make a daily check of 
Stealing UCF parking de- all on-campus parking areas for 
cals is a crime. Parking decals vehicles that do not have a current 
stolen from the exterior of ve- parking decal," Gorbas said. "The 
hi cl es constitutes a second degree parking patrollers are also given a 
misdemeanor. Ifa parking decal is daily, updated list of all stolen 
stolen from within a vehicle, this decals." 
constitutes a burglary to a vehicle When the parking patrollers 
and a third degree fel~ny. - find a stolen decal on a vehicle, 
Many students don't realize they immediately report this infor-
thattheirshortcut to cheaperpark- mation to the UCFPD Investiga-
ingcould very well hurtthem later tions Division. UCFPD investiga-
in life. tors conduct a fol1ow-up investi-
"Many companies are gation and criminal charges for 
down-sizing and good jobs are theft or burglary are filed. 
becominghardenoughtocorneby This goes to show that pur-
without having an arrest record chasing a UCF parking decal is 
for petty theft of a $26 student see STICKER page 2 
UCF Christian Call)pus Fellowship has twofold ntission 
by RYAN ANDERSON 
News editor 
ship advisor Jim Book said . and to encourage them. Every- what the organization is all about. 
The Christian Campus Fel- one is welcome to attend our Devotion and prayer aren't 
The Christian Campus Fel- lowship is based on a nonde- meetings. We want people to the only things on the agenda 
lowship, a new campus organi- nominational Christian back- come out and see what we're all during the Tuesday night meet-
zation focusing on fellowship ground incorporating the bel.iefs about." ings. Guest speakers from area 
and devotion, hasjoined the UCF of the Christian churches and According to Boden, the churches and Florida Christian 
family. Church of Christ. idea for the Christian Campus College often stop by to speak 
The Christian Campus Fel- Christian Campus Fellow- Fellowship came about when with the members. 
lowship is sponsored by the First ship student president Matt Book realized that the Christian In addition to the weekly 
Christian Church of Winter Park Boden encourages people from churches had campus ministries meetings, activities including 
and Metro Church of Christ in all religious and denominational at the University of Florida and trips to the SAK Theater Com-
Oviedo. The cJub meets every backgrounds to join the organi- Florida State University, but edy Lab in downtown Orlando 
Tuesday night from 8-9:00 p.m. zation . there was no Christian church and a retreat in November are 
in room 181 C of the Education "The organization is geared sponsored organization at UCF. planned . 
building. towards Christians as a time of Boden said that currently 
"It is our mission as a cam- fellowship, Bible study and there are 8-10 people at the Tues- For more information on 
pus based organization to evan- prayer," Boden said. "It also has day night meetings. He hopes to the Christian Campus Fellowshp 
gelize as well as equip the Chris- a twofold mission to reach out to see that number expand once and their activities call Matt 
tian students on campus with the those who are not Christians and more people discover the Cam- Boden at (407) 384-1387, or Ji.m 
word of God," campus fellow- bring them into the fellowship pus Christian Fellowship and Book at ( 407) 644-5060. 
Check aul this week's 
In this issue: 
New~ 1-~ 
Ol!inion 7 
GRIDIRON REPORT Classifieds 8 E~at:ur~ l~:.18 
Sl!Orts 9-12 and 19-20 
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A 19-year old male stu-
dent was charged with petty theft 
on Sept. 29. The defendant was 
caught stealing a sign across 
from Lake Claire Apartments. 
When the officer approached 
him, he attempted to run. The 
officer yelled, "Freeze," and the 
defendant stopped. 
We were just in the 
neighborhood officer 
Two 19-yearoldmalestu-
dents were charged with petty 
theft, resisting without violence, 
and a false report to a law en-
forcement officer on Sept. 29. 
The defendants were stealing a 
sign across from the Lake Claire 
Apartments. An officer ap-
proached them, and they took 
off running. When the officer 
ordered them to stop, they did 
not. When the officer made 
contact with the defendants, 
they claimed they did not physi-
cally help their friend, (men-
tioned in the above case), steal 
the sign. 
Baseball players aren't 
the only spitters 
A 19-year old female was 
charged and arrested for battery 
Diversity Week 
'96 
on a law enforcement officer, 
possession of alcohol, and carry-
ing an open container of an alco-
holic beverage on Sept. 28. The 
defendant was observed consum-
ing out of a silver and dark blue 
12-ounce can while she was drh-
ing. An officer pulled her over, 
and the defendant's friend was 
given the can and dropped it on 
the grass. It was a can of Bush 
Lite beer. When the officer at-
tempted to arrest the defendant, 
she resisted arrest. He handcuffed 
her and put her inside a patrol car. 
When inside the patrol car, the 
defendant began to kick and spit 
on the car. She had to be trans-
ferred to another patrol car with a 
cage. She kicked the officer in 
the right shin when he was trans-
porting her to the caged vehicle. 
She made several more unsuc-
cessful attempts to injure the of-
ficer. 
Incidents Reported: 
It was discovered on Sept. 
30 that someone stole a motor 
vehicle from the Lake Claire 
Apartments parking lot. 
A Sigma Chi fraternity 
member resisted without violence 
to an officer on Sept. 28. Sigma 
Chi was hosting a party in which a 
police officer was present. The 
officer noticed a man grab his girl-
friend by the neck and jerk her 
towards him in a rough manner. 
The officer approached him and 
told him to remove his hand from 
the girl's neck. The man did not 
cooperate with the officer. He 
also became verbally abusive. 
On Sept. 27, some of the 
UCF cheerleading squad's belong-
ings were removed from the gym-
nasium in the Education building. 
Some of the items removed were 
recovered in various different sur-
rounding areas. 
It was discovered on Sept. 
26 that a banner in front of the 
Knights Pantry was stolen. The 
banner read, "Meal Plans On Sale 
Now." The estimated value of the 
banner is $425. 
•If you have information 
regarding any of the above 
incidents, please contact the 
UCFPD at 823-5555. 
-Compiled by Michelle Abram 
7th Annual 
International Fair 
Mon. o ·ct. 14 
11 :00a.m.-6:00p.n;i. 
Student Center Auditorium 
Representatives fro1n every region of the world will 
provide a plethora of exotic foods and entertain111ent 
to satisfy the 111ost de1nanding appetite! 
FREE ADMISSION! 
Cheap parking today 
could be costly tomorrow 
STICKER from page 1 
safer than a criminal record on 
your resume for stealing a park-
ing decal. 
UCF parking decals can be 
purchased at the Parking Services 
Division at the UCFPD. A stick-
on decal is $26 per semester, and 
a hang-tag is $39 per semester. 
The money earned by parking 
decal sales is used to maintain 
existing parking lots and to pro-
vide funding for the construction 
of new parking lots. 
The following is a compila-
tion of the most recent parking 
decals that were reported stolen at 
UCF: (Related incidents and other 
crimes that occur at UCF can be 
found in the Police Beat column 
of The Central Florida Future ev-
ery week.) 
•PETTYTHEFT: It was dis-
covered on Sept. 23, that a student 
parking decal, number 
D30324AP, was stolen from a 
vehicle. 
•PETTY THEFT: On Sept. 
20, someone stole a student park-
ing decal from a white Toyota. 
The estimated value of the decal is 
$50. 
•PETTY THEFT: On Sept. 
20, a student parking decal was 
stolen from the rear window of a 
red Jeep Cherokee. The decal's 
number is D 18943. Its estimated 
value is $48. 
•PETTYTHEFT: A student 
parking decal, number D28061, 
was stolen from a black Nissan on 
Sept. 10. The estimated value of 
the decal is $50. 
•BURGLARY/PETTY 
THEFT: It was discovered on Aug. 
29, that someone broke into a white 
Ford Tempo and stole a faculty 
parking hang-tag. The hang-tag 
number is BT3357. The estimated 
value of the hang-tag is $148. 
If you have information 
about a stolen decal or would like 
to report a decal stolen, contact the 
UCFPD at 823-5555. 
For more information re-
garding UCF parking decals, con-
tact the Parking Services Division 
at 823-5812. 
Write News for the Central Florida Future 
and you 'II have a date every night 
of the week. 
Hey, it could happen. 
Call 823-8054 ex. 27 and leave a message 
for Ryan. 
WHY PAY FOR FLASHY 
. 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
6450 University Blvd. 
1/2 blk east of Forsyth Rd. 
679-2992 
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL 
10% OFF ALL LABOR 
View Apartments in Your Living Room 
Now there's a more convenient, easy way to find 
your next apartment home! It's called "APART-
MENT VIDEO GUIDE" 
Take a video tour of apartments and see every 
stunning feature in full color; interiors, exteriors, amenities, area attractions, 
prices, sq. ft ., move-in specials, security deposits, locality and many more .. . 
Before you drive all over the county to find your next apartment home, just 
pop the video into your VCR, sit back and relax. Experience all the luxury 
and convenience on you own terms and in your favorite slippers. 
RECEIVE $50 
Pick up card to receive $50 at these locations: 
Housing Office 
Info booths at Admin, Business, and Education buildings 
**VIDEOS AVAILABLE AT HOUSING OFFICE FOR LOAN** 
Alafaya Woods 
Auvers Village 
Bishop Park 
Bocage Village 
Calibre Bend 
Chatham Landing 
Chickasaw Crossings 
Colonial Pointe 
Colony Club Village 
Cypress Run 
Fisherman's Village 
Highpoint Club 
Mission Bay 
Newport Colony 
The Park 
Pine Harbor 
Polos East 
Seabrook 
Semoran Palms 
The Shoals at Lake Nan 
Sunchase of Orlando East 
Sun Key 
Sutton Place 
Whisper Lake 
Willa Springs 
Willows of Winter Park 
Woodbridge 
Woodlands 
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EWSB\T 
Get in shape and help 
those in need as well 
The 18th Annual Thresh-
old Run/Walk for the Kids will 
be held at UCF on Oct. 12. It 
will begin at the UCF Arena at 
8 a.m. 
There are adult and chil-
dren races for 5K walk and run 
participants. The registration 
fee ranges from $10-$20. 
The age groups for those 
competing in the 5K walk are 
as follows: 39-under, 40-49, 
50-59, and 60 and over. 
The age groups for the 
5K run entrants are as follows: 
8-10, 11-13, 14-18, 19-24,25-
29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-
49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-
over (females), 65-69 (males), 
and 70 and over (males). 
A run for children 7 and 
under will also take place. The 
Fox35 Kids Club Run starts at 
9: 15 and is free. The distance 
of the races vary from l 00-400 
meters, and the kids are di-
vided . into age-appropriate 
groups. Children participating 
must be preregistered. They 
will re~eive a packet of good-
ies and a ribbon for participat-
ing. The first 75 entrants re-
ceive free T-shirts. 
In addition, there is a cor-
porate race consisting of four 
categories: men's division, 
women'sdivision, master's di-
vision (men and women over 
40), and rnix-ed division (teams 
with at least two women). Each 
team must have four partici-
pants, all of whom must com-
plete the race. Corporate teams 
must preregister by Oct. I 1. 
The first 1,000 entrants 
will receive a free ticket to the 
UCF/Samford football game. 
Sponsors for the event 
are Barnett Banks and the UCF 
Bookstore. Proceeds from the 
run will benefit Threshold Inc., 
a program for multi-handi-
capped and autistic clients with 
severe behavioral problems 
that provides residential assis-
tance for clients who can no 
longer live at home. Since 
1979, this event has raised 
nearly $200,000. 
For more information or 
to obtain a registration form, 
call (407) 898-1313 or (407) 
896-5473. 
Adopt-A-Pet coming to 
town 
The Orlando Humane 
Society will be holding Adopt-
A-Pet featuring . SPOT, their 
34-foot long mobile adoption 
unit, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.rn. at 
the following locations. 
Oct. 19-The Publix in 
Ocoee on West Colonial Drive. 
Oct. 26-PetsMart on East 
Colonial drive in Orlando next 
to the Horne Depot. 
Nov. 9-Targetnexttothe 
Fashion Square Mall. 
Lots of homeless animals 
will be at each of the above 
sites waiting to be adopted. 
All Orlando Humane So-
ciety pets have been spayed or 
neutered, tested for species 
specific diseases, and given 
some initial vaccinations. 
Adoption fees are $50 
for dogs and $40 for cats. 
For more information on 
the Adopt-A-Pet program call 
Emily Berry at 352-2059. 
Take a Hike 
The Wilderness Trek-
kers will have an 8.8 mile hike 
at Blue Springs State P.ark on 
Saturday Oct. 26 at 9:00 a.m. 
The hike should take be-
tween four and five hours to 
complete. Participants are en-
couraged to pack a lunch and 
to bring plenty of water. 
For more information, 
call ( 407) 351-9%6. 
-compiled by Ryan.Anderson 
If you have 
information on 
an upcoming 
event you'd like 
to see in the 
Future, CALL 
Ryan Anderson 
atthe 
FUTURE. It's 
·ust that easy. 
( 407) 823-8054. 
~ n 
If it makes you happy it can be 
that bad. 
Call the Future news department 
today and see how happy you can 
be as a part of the coolest group on 
campus: 
Team Central Florida News 
..__ .... 
~ 
IVIU 
.Ce>mputer Place 
' 
VVe do I 2304 B Winter VVoods Blvd. I 
soft:vvare Winter Park. FL 32792 
& ~ 2~~04 B ~1 ::=' ~ 'f§. 0 0... 2 ~ harcfvvare SR 436 Setnnran ~ MeQf§IM - :..-, Q 
upgrades ~ 
and 
insh=lllations. -. Ala.rava ·rn1iJ 
~ 
Help yourself t:o build 
customized systems 
·-- . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~=============~ ~ ·- - - - - :1 
: ~INTEL PENTIUM JooMHz ;this Weeks Sp~dal !'1··! ! •Intel Pentium 135 MHz .~ 1.3 GB Hard Drive . . (Limirodquamllym ~mtk) ,· •16 MB RAM I 
: ~ 16 MB FLOPPY . 2~Q~GIJi1Jl~rd drive (Maxton) .... {,249) •2 MB Diamond I 
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. ·~----------------------------~ .~ MINITOWER • I Suif the..Jnternet with a 33.6 Modem $1 ()<) I 
·~$699 ·~·--------------------------------1. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • r:-----':1 1r===================:::::::;-i 16 MB RAM (72 PPD 
We do I . [~ ll 5s· I 
1995 
GROLIER 
MULTMEDIA 
•33.6 high~ Fax/M00em 
• 15" SVGA Monitor NI .28 
• 104 Key Windows 95 
Keyboard 
•Microsoft Compatible 
mouse 
•WINDOWS95 
(pre-installed) 
• $1699 
•Add 16 MB RAM more 
with this system for $89 ! ! ! COMPUTER 
L UCFSTUDENTSONLY I UPGRADES& - - - - - .. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA •That's a savings of 
....._ __ $_4._9_9 _ ___. L m_:e than 35 % _ _J 
DOWNGRADES 
AT AFFORDABLE 
PRICES. CALL 
FOR DETAILS 
NOTE: CPU and Memory prices change 
everyday. Please call for current price. Thanks 
CALL: (407) 671-7911 
ruY-~O~ffi9Y-c4J cs~<~~m 
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Campus Chat Room: Do you feel that there is enough security o 
No, I only see 
police officers 
walking around 
campus 
occasionally. For 
the most part I 
Laurie Farmer, 19, only see them in 
undecided the parking lots. 
I always see 
officers walking 
around in the 
parking lots, but 
there should be Sandra Carbone, 19, 
more walking . English 
around campus. 
Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For 
Termination of Pregnancy 
Consultaion/Care 
lndepth Counseling 
Local Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT) 
High Tech Sonograms 
" 
" 
" Yes, there is too 
much security 
when you can get 
pulled over on 
campus by a cop on 
We have ~nough a bicycle. Chad Eyek, 18, biology 
security if it is used 
properly. Right " 
now though, I just No, we need more 
see them hanging foot patrols on 
around.in the campus. I 
parking lots participate in a lot 
writing tickets. of activities on the 
David Bauer, 23, campus after dark 
and would Bryan Garcia, 18, ~business 
appreciate more computer science 
" •Compil~d by security. 
Christina Columbus 
Choose The Health Care Partner 
Who Gives You 
What You Really Want. 
If you want to choose a doctor that you already know. 
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby. 
If you want a health care plan that's known for quality. 
If you want -the dependability that comes from a name you know and trust. 
If you want the card that's always recognized. 
If you want it all in a health care plan that's surprisingly affordable. 
Then you really want Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Health Options?' 
If your employer gives you a choice, ask for what you really want. And put 
the Blues® behind you. 
It's Good To Have The Blues® Behind You. 
... 
BlueCross 
" Blue Shield 
of Flonda 
® ; ; 
A 
HFAL1H OPTIONS., 
Blue Cro" and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc and Health Op1ion,, lnc'. arc lndcpemlcn1 Licensee\ of the Blue CrnS> and Blue Shield A"oc:iation 
® Registered marb of the Blue Cro" and Blue Shield Aw1ciminn ® Reg1,1crcd mark of Blue Crf'ss and Blue Shield of Horida. Inc 
Health Option,, Inc ;, the HMO '"b'idiary of Blue CnM and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc. 
" 
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Good News Celebration fills campus with music, messages 
by STEVE BARNES 
Contributing writer 
The sound of guitars and 
drums blasted the usual quiet around 
campus last Tuesday as the Chris-
tian rock band, Appointed, took the 
stage. 
The concert was part of the 
two-day "Good News Celebration" 
sponsored by Chi Alpha and other 
campus based Christian groups. 
The band alternated between 
belting out contemporary Christian 
rock songs and appealing to the au-
dience with testimonials. 
Lead singer, Shane Hull, said 
the band travels throughout Central 
Florida playing for groups ranging 
from coffee house crowds to prison 
inmates. 
"Our purpose is not to ram the 
message down anyone's throat, 
but just to let people know about 
God," Hull said. 
Another group, Save Our 
Streets, was also on hand perform-
ing theatrical skits called, "Hu-
man Video," about the message of 
Jesus' crucifixion and other bibli-
cal themes, including dramatiza-
tions of modern life. 
C. J. Dyal, leader of Save 
Our Streets, said that the group 
usually plays for inner city kids as 
part of their street ministry. The 
group members, all South Eastern 
College students, write and pro-
duce their own scripts. 
Both groups are outreach 
ministries of South Eastern, a pri-
vate college in Lakeland associ-
ated with the Assembly of God 
church. 
photo/SOILEAU 
The Salvation Army ·provided the food and the students from South Eastern College in Lakeland 
provided the entertainment last week during Good News Celebration '96. 
House will be used to increase UCF's visability in the community 
HOUSE from page 1 will be a centerpiece for rallying square feet and include four bed- tions," said Finnerty. them to be right here all the time," 
tion is targeted for July 1997. support. rooms, a family room, two kitch- The home will be off Teaching Assistant Kathleen Suchora 
''Things are going well," "People can come, be on ens, a laundry room, a few offices, Central Florida Boulevard, behind said. 
he said. "H's going to be a very campus, and interact with people," and a 650-square-foot living room student parking and next to Freshman Jeric Wissler 
important building once it's built." he said. "It's to get them to support leading to a grand rear porch, over- visitor's information. Trees will agrees. 
The home was named after UCF not just financially." looking a pool. It's capable of ac- line the front of the house with no "It might be a good idea, if 
Al and Nancy Burnett, two major The home will be mod- commodating 200 people f<;>r an major road leading up to it.. it's truly an open house- that should be 
contributors to the home. eled after those located at the Uni- event. "They have to build a fine for them," he said. 
The Burnett House will versity of Florida. FSU, Univer- According to Finnerty, drive way to it- it's-not really a As university officials ex-
bea multipurpose facility. Besides sity of South Florida, and other the facility is financed by the Uni- road," Finnerty said. pect the home to help boost the identity 
serving as the home of President president's homes on university versity of Central Florida Founda- Finnerty isn't the only of UCF within the community, they 
Hitt, the house will also serve as a property which Finnerty describes tion, UCF's "fund-raising arm", person putting his seal of approval also expect it to help the Knights' 
site for meetings and several other as "powerhouses". and other private gifts. on the President's house. reputation compete with the likes of 
functions for friends of the univcr- The structure was de- "None of the money is "I think they [the students the Gators, Seminoles, and Hurricanes. 
sity. signed by architect Robert A. Har- coming out of student fees. and faculty] deserve to have a "It'. s much more than just a 
According to Finnerty, it ris. It is planned to cover 7 ,600 They' re all out ~f private dona- house on campus; it's good for house," said Finnerty. 
Get More Than a Test Score - Get Back Your Lile 
NATIONAL DEPRESSION SCREENING DAY 
Thursday, October 1 o, 1996 
+ FREE of Charge 
+ Written Self-Test for Depression 
• Screening Jntewiew with Mental 
Health Professional from the 
UCF Counseling and Testing 
Center 
+ Educational Presentation 
Symptoms of Depression Include 
+ loss of pleasure 
+ feeling of sadness, hopelessness, 
worthlessness 
+ changes in sleeping and eating 
patterns 
+ irritability, anxiousness1 restlessness 
• inability to concentrate 
+ fatigue or loss of energy 
+ unexplained aches and pains 
• tlwughts of death or suicide 
Depression is an illness and 
ettective treatments are available. 
LOCAL DEPRESSION SCREENING 
INFORMATION: 
WHERE: Student Center Auditorium 
WHEN: 
WHO: 
l O:OOam - 5:30pm 
Counseling & Testing 
Center Staff 
Students, Faculty, and 
Staff Are Invited 
For additional information, call: 
823-2811 
If you are not a student. faculty, or staff, call Florida Hospital at 897-1645 or South Seminole 
Hospital at 262-2200 for screening times. You may also call Toll Free 1-888-805-1000 for a site 
near you. 
. . 
An Outreach Event During Mental Illness Awareness Week 
Supported ir, :Jort by on educational grant from Ell Lilly and Company. 
SGA is Now Hiring for the 
Foll~wing Positions: 
CABINET STAFF 
• Chief of Staff · • Consultant 
• Director of Public Relations •Advertising Specialist 
• Director of Gov. Affairs/ 
Student Lobbying 
• Media Relations Specialist 
• Clubs and Organizations Advocate 
• Director of Black and Gold Pride 
• Attorney General 
• Judicial Advisor 
• Colllptroller 
• Multi-Cultural and Nontraditional 
Student Advocate 
• Student Lobbyist 
• Spirit Advocates (two) 
• Internal Auditor 
Applications are available at the Student Government 
Information Desk (In the Student Center, Room 155) 
_Deadline to apply is October 16, 1996 
For The· Students 
Free bus ride to Saturday's football game sign up in SGA today! 
NOTICE TO STUDENTS: 
Proposed Amendments to the Constitution 
of the Student Body of the University of Central Florida 
as Recommended by the Special Committee to Review Student Government 
Instructions: A vote "for" the amendment will adopt the new language and it will become effective for the 1997-1998 elections. 
Amendment # 1 
Amendment #2 
Amendment #3 
Amendment #4 
A vote "against" the amendment will maintain the language of the present Constitution. 
Allows for only one graduate student senator in the Student Senate. 
Specifies the minimum number of hours for which undergraduate (9 hours) and graduate (6 hours) students must be enrolled 
in order to be eligible for a position in all branches of Student Government. 
Members of all branches of Student Government must be enrolled in degree seeking programs. 
Members of all branches of Student Government must be enrolled for at least one class in the summer semester. 
These amendments will be on the ballot for Senatorial Elections October 14'"16. 
Call SGA at 823-2191 for more information. 
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;_ .•· On~ pf.the gteatestpr~n~iple~ ~ 
of our nattonJs the npar~tion ~ ~ 
church and state ••. Ove'r tile ~ges, :more: ~ 
blood has been shed in the name o.t. J 
God'than atiy Qtbei: . cau~e.As . the so- . [ 
called moral majorijycol(tipnes to try 
to assert t'1.eni~elves in.to U.S. politics, i 
we need to ~oil){ ~t the . new reli'giOus i 
rulers of Afgbt.tnistdn. i 
J:he 'flt. Tlibap go\ferfi~ent ·~!\S ~ 
2 put into place- theirq~n version of. ~:rte i 
Islamic law. Men are te. qui~e~ f.t<>w' to ~ i gr~w uncut btard~and .Jteat:ft~~i- ~· 
1i~ra~. ~urba~rand clpthin~~ bi!! t~e'. ~ 51fI~1f~~iltli ! The land of used transmissions and axles 
~~~"·?1", cr~r woree~~~. been•~"·:~ ! O Venture with me, if you 
dare, to BITH LO . 
The Orlando area is one that is 
looked upon worldwide as a superb tour-
ist destination, and visitors to our area no 
doubt notice that the Orlando vicinity is 
divided up into sections: There's the · 
"Touristy Theme 
Park Section" 
around International 
density of auto salvage junk yards. I'm 
not just talking one or two, I'm talking 
dozens, possibly thousands. I pass 
through Bithlo on my commute to UCF 
and one week I decided to count the junk 
yards every time I went through. An en-
tire week I counted 
them, each time ar-~rother out tof pnbiic diSpla~. Their. 
harsh iJl1J_)lementation,ofthe!r i,~ter .. 
pretation ' of IslS:P,Jic l&;lf lja~ ~ ch;a~1f 
the criticiSm,oC other ISl;u11ic 'ntt;tions, 
Drive, of course. 
Downtown high-
rises , mark the 
"Mercades-Infested 
Business Section" of 
the area, and let's not 
forget Orange Blos-
som Trail, which is 
commonly referred 
to as the "Lead Story 
on the 6:00 News 
An entire week I 
riving at an EN-
TIRELY DIFFER-· 
ENT NUMBER. 
This makes me won-
der what is going 
on. Are they alive? 
Are the junk yards 
roaming around 
Bithlo in an ongoing 
battle of survival of 
nomenon. I'd like some more informa-
tion, like exactly how many are there? I 
can count at least 13 just from Highway 50. 
I'm also curious as to why there are so 
many. Did Orange County actually zone 
Bithlo to be an auto salvage smorgasbord? 
I'd like to know the answers to these ques-
tions, but I'm not about to stop and ask. So 
I'm leaving the research up to you brave 
readers. Ideally, when you go in you should 
be driving a 1980 Chevy pickup truck that 
has numerous shotgun blast holes on the 
side, a rebel flag on the hood, a gun rack in 
the cab and a lawn mower in the bed. (I've 
noticed that EVERY pickup truck rn Bithlo 
has some sort of lawn care equipment in 
the bed, whether it be a lawn mower or 
merely a collection of rakes and shovels.) 
When you go in to ask questions, be sure to 
wear an oil stained hat and a blue wOfkshirt 
with your name (preferably "Roscoe") em-
indudingJran. . 
The emerg.ngReligions Right 
in the U.S. bas many vi~ws as radical 
as those of the Talib~. The JSoran is' 
a great and beautiful book contain .. 
ing philosophies of peace ~rtcl loveJnst 
as the Bible does. M?DY pe9pl~ in lbe 
U.S. see M~slims as all bl6odthirsty 
terrorists. This is as bad as as~upiing' 
all Christians .share the beliefs of Pat 
Bucha!)an and Pat .Robinson. The 
separation of religion from the goy .. 
ernment must be zealQusly protected in the United States to keep what is 
happening in Afghanistan fro:m ba;p· 
pening here. ,,· 
counted the junk 
yards, each time ar-
riving at an ENTIRELY 
DIFFERENT NUMBER. 
Section." But one 
section isn't mentioned very much, yet it 
can't be ignored. It is Bithlo: "The Auto 
Salvage Yard Section." 
Bithlo is perhaps the strangest 
section of them all. If you have ever been 
through Bithlo, you've probably noticed 
some things that set it apart from the rest 
of the area. First, there is an incredible 
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the fittest? I don't 
want to be around 
long enough to find out. Of course, the 
speed limit drops to slow motion speed 
through Bithlo and police are always out 
in full force, Maybe they are monitoring 
the junk yard growth, who knows? 
The police aren't hesitant to pull 
people over in Bithlo, either. Now, I've 
never actually been pulled over, but I've 
heard stories, and they all go something 
like this: 
Police Officer (possibly named 
"Roscoe"): What is that? Do you have an 
open container of alcohol in there, son? 
You: No, sir. Absolutely not. 
Police Officer: Well, why the 
hell not? Don't you know it's a local or-
dinance in Bithlo that you're supposed to 
have a beer in your hand when you drive? 
But back to the junk yard phe-
- broidered on the chest. 
This assignment is not for the faint 
of heart. It's going to be frightening and 
dirty. You may want to start chewing to-
bacco to blend in a little better. Good luck 
and God speed. 
Wussy-like Apology. , If I have an-
gered any Bithlo residents who happen to 
own rifles, -What am I saying? Of course 
you own rifles! -I'd like you to know that 
this column was all just good-natured fun-
poking humor. No harm intended. I actu-
ally happen to love junk yards, and I'm sure 
a lot of other people do as well. Maybe you 
should advertise your junk yards as a tour-
ist attraction. I hear Disney World is build-
ing a Carburetor Land adjacent to Tomor-
row Land. 
. :: ~~oPi :lt~~e;i:epo;, ~~~e;~ ii~~y$, ~&;rµ f ~r.Je11~. 
. , Write'f9r'Jhe, <i)pllµon ' se,~tioJ;l ,~P Je~your voice 'l?e ~eatd. 
. 'If ypti ~ph ~t, nb. o~~ ~!Se Will. YoQ ~ave filso been' curiously' 
.• · quiet 'this s~m.ester .. fu tlie ,-way of Letters. to the Edi for. This 
, ·. i~ how we at' the paper learn What you want. We love feed-
baek{unless it's negative: iri which case we casually ignore 
it). Sena Letters to the· Edit9r or a sample column to 
. future.opinion@o~tdOOf;COI11, Of if ·you have an extra post-
age stamp, mail· it t~: 11875 High Tech Ave, Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817. 
The Central Florida Future Classifieds 
Join us for victory in '96 ! UCF 
College Democrats Meetings 
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center, 
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167 
Carmen: 823-0526 
UCF demos @ aol.com 
UCF Newman Club 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm 
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438 
UCF Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 
Student Union meets Tuesdays. 
9 pm in Social Work Trailer 
CAMPUS CRUSADE 
FOR CHRIST 
EVERY TUES. & WED. 
NOON SC214 
For Rent 
Furnished Room For Rent 
Prefer Females only! 
Large Horse Farm $300/mo. 
365-9815 
Altamonte/brand new. Furn. 3/2 
to share w/ m/f. ns. no pets, w/d/ 
$325 + 112 utilit. 834-6443 
Roomates wanted 10 min from 
UCF 2 room s avail in 3 br home 
$230 $250 + 1/3 util 365-6625 
677-6830 4-9 
PC Memory and Peripheral Sale 
8 Mb 2X32 $47 16 Mb 4X32 $89 
8 Mb EDO $49 16 Mb EDO $90 
8XCD ROM $97, custom systems 
VISA & MASTERCARD, free 
home delivery. Warranty, details 
call 282-1141 
:MEMORY 72-pin 4 MRG $28, 
8 MEG $49, 16 MEG $95, 30-pin 
4x9 $28. Direct from Mfg. 
TOLL FREE (800)318-0254 
* VALST/~OO~HAN * 
$6-$12/HR CALL 
Must be Physically Fit 
Guar~nteed Hours 
AM/PM & Graveyard shifts 
Gre~tDriving Record a Must 
Drug Free/References Check 
Clean Cut 
Must be 19 
. Inter~.ational 
Drive: 
35l·0054 
.or 
Downtown 
' 
244-7460 
EXTRA CASH 
(And it's legal.) 
Hey students, if you need extra cash for hills and stuff, 
contact Pro Clean Building !11aintenance. We are a progressive, 
growing company i1 ·1iich has been servicing Central Florida -office 
buildings fo r more than se1·en years. Our staff is comprised of 
hardworking, dedicated team members interested in earning extra 
cash. 
We Offer: 
• Flex ible, earl y e\'ening hours - perfec t fo r aft er classes 
• Top wages and benefit s 
• Self-di rected work 
You'll like th is job because: 
Jobs are clos~ to UCF 
• You'll work i1 cool. secured bu il di ngs with a winni ng tea m 
• The work is no'l-strenuous and isn't "brain surgery" 
• Couples are wekome, so gra b· a fri end or roomate 
Fo r more info and to schedule your personal interview 
call Kris at 7 40-5554 
3/2 Prime condition custom. Split 
plan, open, light, best layout, 
ceramic fireplace, large kitchen, o 
cabinetry, see at fsboonline.com 
click listing hs43045. Good 
neighborgood, privacy, large fence 
lot, close to golf, UCF, airport, 
hospital, best schools. See now 
before Realtor lists at higher price. 
Call owner 407-27 5-7029, free fact 
sheet 
Class Ring Sale Oct 8, 9, & 10 
from 10:00-3:00. Save$$. On the 
Green, not the bookstore. Jostens, 
there is a difference, look for it. 
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $5 
per week assembling products at 
home. No experience. INFO 1-
504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307 
Driver wanted; part-time 
Call 898-1808 
TUTOR/SITTER needed after 
school hours for two bright girls 
ages 8 and 9. Prefer education or 
psychology student with interest 
in helping children learn, and 
with ability to make sure that all 
homework gets finished. Also 
need transportation to take one 
child to one extracurricular 
activity once per week. Possible 
expansion of hours and duties for 
the right candidate. Near Navy 
Base, Rollins area. Please send 
letter of interest or resume, plus 
references to : Deb Blechman, c/o 
150 N. Orange Ave., Suite 225, 
Orlando, FL 32801 . 
Child care needed-My home 
Winter Park 3 week nights and 
every other weekend. Must have 
reliable transportation. Ca11 Karen 
(W) 843-9900 (H) 679-9710 
Photographers Needed- Bob 
Knight Photo is hiring personable, 
motivated individuals. Must have 
business suit, transportation, and 
35mm SR camera. Call 1-800-
628-4509 between 9-12 M-F 
Attention UCFers ! Do you take 
vitamins? Well, try our new 
product line! Better yet, make 
money and get nice discounts! No 
exp. necessary. Call 1-800-593-
5499 x 10787 for info. 
15-20 hrs/wk errands, typing & 
some office work near Fashion 
Square Mall; $6/hr(tlexible 
schedule); knowledge of basic 
auto maintenance. Call Lindsay at 
894-5090 on Sat or Sun 
1:00-6:00 only. 
NOW HIRING $20+ HR PT! 
Students needed in this area to stuff our 
marketing company's circulars. For free 
details and application, send self-
address stamped envelope to: 
Generations Marketing Inc. 
P 0 Box 13486 Manta GA 30324 
-~-- -
. Services 
FREE T-SHIRT 
+$WOO 
Credit Card fundraisers for fratemi-
. ties, sororities & groups. Any 
campus organization can raise up to 
$1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/ 
VISA application. 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT 
BREAK IS OVER 
i-~~~-­
cr-··;:~~\ l--'~ ~
l c;-f~. ~~:dC23"'=• -'~ 
• ~~'la 
NEED MONEY 
Earn up to $150.00 per month 
donating plasma 
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
1122 W. Church St., Orlando 
G RILL 
WIE11<I:®WIE illMCI:lli ~lJJIIDIE!\111~~ 
RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNTWITHVALIDUCFl.D. G RI LL 
AMERICA'S VARIETY MENU 
••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 
PHILLY CHEESESTEAK : 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 12201 University Blvd. • 
18860 EastColonial & Alafaya • 
Not Valid with any • 
otheroffer. Limit one • 
EXPIRES 10/31/96 coupon per visit • 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
F 
-<·~ § }. 
':,'Nf ami sub~:e;hn " 
/ ~12201 Yniver~ity Blvd. 
4:·1:8860 East Colonialt& Aiataya 
· 2'1 N:ot Vali4,with any 
- ··· - otheroffer,.Limit one 
EXPIRES 10/31/96 COUPoil per visit 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ... Ill ••• 
OPEN LATE 
• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
•FREE DRINK & FRIES• 
FRIES t. "' .·'' .. ,. 
P ':'.> · ... / .·. ,. < , . K~~(> .~li>~~~~~lt '~~ 
12201 University Blvd . 
18860 past Colonial &Aiafaya 
Not Valid with any 
orher offer. Litnit one 
EXPIRES 10/31/96 coupon per visit 
..................... 
October 10, 1996 
WORD MASTERS 
STUDENT PAPER SPECIAL-
ISTS SINCE 1986, NEAR 
CAMPUS 277-9600 
PARIS 
QUITO 
SANTIAGO 
HONG KONG 
< 
) 
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CFF PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
JOHN BRYANT 
42 
LINEBACKER 
Bryant led the Golden 
Knight defense with 17 
tackles 
in their final road game 
of the infamous four-
game road swing. 
Bryant also intercepted 
an ECU pass at the two 
yard line of UCF, end-
ing an ECU scoring 
threat that would have 
put the Pirates up by 
three touchdowns at 
the half. 
ct·~llll'l fllll~.l';i 
i P1 0~:J'f ttJl b~.& 
Home of 
The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday 6-7PM 
.. -.~-~::·. . .... :: ... : ...... ..;;~· ·.
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Golden Knights return home for dog fight 
by TONY MEJIA to show out, usually stomping out an oppo- ID),arebothfreshmenandareheavily 
Asst. Sports editor the Knights that they are still nent's offense, except for one or two relied upon. Senior Mike Porter (12-
worthy of continuing the rivalry that big plays. Consistency is the key for 163-1) provides leadership alongside 
Home: where the heart is, has spanned this entire decade. UCF the Golden Knights 'D'. Yancey. 
where mom cooks up lavish dinners looks at it as a rebirth. "We' re a tight group so we The strength of the Bulldogs 
and everything feels cozy and warm, "From a morale standpoint understand what is going on. We' re lies in their defense, who have given 
a place to come home to- especially we feel that it will help us to start the going to be there for each other," up an average of 11 points in their 
after an 0-4 road trip. second half of the season and have a senior defensive tackle Tarveres three wins this season. Joe Michael 
The UCF football team re- good run," head coach Gene Tate said. "This week we' res tri ving Robertson ( 6' 4,250) is the anchor of a 
turns to the familiarity of Orlando's McDowell said. "Samford is first for consistency so to get us pumped, soliddefensiveline, while linebackers 
Citrus Bowl for a clash with Divi- up on the schedule so it's important whenever we break the huddle we' re MikeDale(6'3,220)andDarne11Stiell 
sion I-AA rival Samford this Satur- to get a good win here." going to yell 'Ready, Shutout' to (6'0, 195)providepressweonthequar-
day. Needless to say, the Knights Being back in Orlando adds keep us focused on our mission." terback. 
will be looking for a little home more fuel to the fire for the Knights, Striving to prevent being DaunteCu1pepper, whoseankle 
cooking. Forty-four days ago, in the who are eager to show their stuff to blanked will beSamfordseniorquar- has final1y healed completely, wi11 be 
dog days of August, UCF triumphed the fans that haven't seen them in terbackBart Yancey, who has had a the target of the Samford attack. The 
over William &Mary. They haven't over a month. disappointing final carppaign, bad news for the Bu11dogs is that he 
won since. "We' re home now," said jun- throwing for three touchdowns and looks better than ever. 
After a much needed bye ior safety Kenton Rickerson. "We eight interceptions. The Bu1ldogs, 'Thetiminginourpassinggame 
week, the Knights are looking at this haven't been here in four or five who are .3-2, were shutdown by is crucial to our success," said 
bal1 game as the beginning of the weeks. Taking nothing away from Nicholls St. 10-3 last week and are McDoweU. "Dauntehas been looking 
second half of the season. Retribu- Samford, this is our game. We're averaging just over 13 points per at tape and has looked excellent in 
ti on, you may say, for a rough start to hungry. We want a win and we want game. Their leading rusher, Jerome practice so it appears things are finally 
their Division I-A story. Coinciden- to play in front of our fans." . Russel] (I 08 carries, 391 yards, 1 coming together." 
tally, they're open for business Greeting Samford wil1 be a TD), and leading receiver, Michael Just in time for the second half 
against another I-AA squad looking defense that has played their heart Watson (19 catches, 29 yards, 1 of the season. 
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UCF FOOTBALL 1996 
8/29 
9/ 7 
9/14 
9/21 
9/28 
10/ 5 
10/12 
10/19 
10/26 
11/2 
11 I 9 
11/16 
WILLIAM I} MARY 
@ South Carolina 
@New MeHico 
@ Ball State 
@ East Carolina 
OPEN 
SAMFORD 
NE LOUISIANA 
@ Georgia Tech 
I LL I NO IS STATE 
(Homecoming) 
@ UR-Birmingham 
BOWL I NG GREEN 
------·-------
w 39-33 
L 33 -14 
L l7 - 7 
L 31- 10 
L 28- _7 
~· 
4pm 
4pm 
lpm 
4pm 
2pm 
4pm 
Photo/SPRINGER 
Kendrick Thomas: 55 tackles, 3 for loss, 1 sack. 
teceiVerToo.· ..... aOJeveian.:.••·•··.•.< .. :·.·1.• .. :·:.:.rt. 
···:··· . :-:·:··:· '' 
·:;::::;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::;::::: '.•.·.•.••.•.·.•.•.•.•.<_•.•.·.•.•.·• .......... . iJ:,::::::::::::;:::::11~i~llllliilliiii!!J!!JiJJ!ll:~: 
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ASKKNIGHTRO 
Knightro, what do you want to be when you grow up? 
Penelope Peterpasten 
Major: Debt 
Broken Dorm, UCF 
I want to be a mascot for a professional football team. 
But this time I want to be a cat or a pirate or something. 
Wearing all this armor sucks! 
I heard a rumor that big time college football is coming 
to town. Is it true? 
Chet Airlyna 
Major: To get a job 
Ghetto, UCF 
Wow, there's a question with it's guard down. 
(Clears throat) Your rumor mill is turnin' out the 
facts. After spending a month on the road, the Golden 
Knights will be playing at home for the next two weeks. 
Pick up a paper, bonehead ... or better yet, be at the Citrus 
Bowl Sat. at 4pm and see for yourself. 
If you have a question, com-
ment, argument or just a stiff back-
hand for KNIGHTRO, call 823-
8054 xt 61 and tell it like it is! 
SUNSHINE 
NETWORK 
'AND ' 
THE UCF 
KNIGHTS 
PLAY YOUR 
·GAME. 
_RAD.10. 
Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team, . 
with select games on 740 WINZ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels . 
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports 
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with 
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team. 
11850 University Blvd. _ 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
407-380-6000 
*Offering Residenial Suites for the Finest in Collegiate Lifestyles 
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Gene Hackman is white supremacist Sam Cayhall, the oldest Death Row inmate in Mississippi in James Foley's The Chamber courtHy /UNIVERSAL 
INSIDE: 
1lt'l'ftln'l''S B!:~LM by Michael Scamehorn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 & 17 
(!can. den.e ll'cackm.can. NMri~e ~ Clt~BO? deen.ca Da-ri$ i$ jU$t on.e of the $Jrid 
in. 'l!llS LCNtl BtSS """DNttlirt' '.l'h.e •weet $Ucculen.ce of !tcaly in. Bttl Ntd1f'l' 
Le$1rian. killer• hcam. it up for some real buck$ in BtJUND . ............. • .••• 18-18 
GRo c~:-R 1 ES · rr-1·1'') .~ __ ,,t:, i .,__, .... ,, ..•....•.... ,, .. ,,~ .J..£_ 
See where 
Mich 
nets out when he makes a statement. 
.,~:~ 
> 
Bass Pro 
Shops ................ $29 
ATM 
. . . . 
Apply for the Discover® Card and 
make a statement of your own. 
Call 1·800-IT PAYS TO. 
·it pays to 
< 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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by MICHAEL SCAMEHORN 
Web page editor 
Welcome to another week of interesting homepages 
and infonnation. This week I decided to dedicate this feature 
to presidential candidates' web pages. After Sunday night's 
debate, I decided to look at these sites and see if it was worth 
viewing. These were my results. 
First off I looked at Senator Bob Dole's website. (http:/ 
/www.dolekemp96.org) I looked at this site first because he 
mentioned his web address in his closing remarks at the 
debate. This site was extremely hard to access for most of the 
night, so I headed o~er to President Bill Clinton's site. (http:/ 
/www .cg96.org/new/index.htm) 
I was extremely impressed With the site and how well 
they had it dressed up. When opening the site you will find a 
main menu with fourteen different places to go. I first headed 
off to the electoral votes section. To run this section you need 
the shockwave plug-in, but I found it worth while. What they 
have set up is a map of the U.S. where you can select the 
political party for each state. If the electoral votes go over 270 
in the Democratic party, a song plays and a nice statement 
comes on the screen, however, if any other party wins, the 
message reads try again. 
1, 
Then I visited other spots on the site and ended up in a 
download section. From here you can download video clips, 
buttons, screen savers, bumper stickers and wall paper for 
your computer. Actually, I finally got through on Bob Dole's 
website and found out his does the same downloading things, 
except you can customize it, From Bob Dole's website you 
can make postcards and posters to send to friends. What 
would this world be like without a customized postcard ofBob 
Dole's dog being sent all over the world wide web. 
Senator Dole's page has a nice register program that 
customizes the page for you. Although it took foreverto accept 
it, it did look like there was a certain bit of effort put forth on 
the page. It even customizes which animated advertisement 
footer will be on each and every page you view. Of course, 
most of the pages are Dole's views on presidential subjects, 
but there are some interesting thmgs to do. However, I did not 
find the Senator's page as easy to access or move around like 
the President's. 
Some odd things I found: On Dole's page he has a 
crossword puzzle that you can do online. (Now I know why it 
took so long to access the page.) It has questions like name 
Dole's dog and under that was name Dole's daughter. 
not think I would have put them in the same order. 
()1)~~·~(7 §()()~ 
STEEL MILL GYM 
* Complete line of free weight equipment HOURS 
* Supplements Mon. - F·ri. 5 am - 11 pm 
* One-on-One training Sat & Sun 8 am - 8 pm 
* Monthly contract 
* Student, Family rates 
* Shower facilities 
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Anyway, after looking at the Republicans' and 
Democrats' sites I headed over to the refonn party's page. I'm 
referringlo the Perot I Choate third party candidate's website. 
(http://www.perot.org) 
I unfortunately found this site to be the under achiever 
of the night. Not to say it wasn't a great site, but I found it below 
the standards put forth by the larger two parties. Perot has the 
usual download link along with a photo album containing 
three pictures, but I wasn't overly impressed. The most 
amusing part of the site is the news arenas. With the political 
debates being carried on without him, he has many articles and 
opinions to read about the whole controversy. I still would 
have hoped for more on his page to keep me entertained. 
Well, looking through all three sites I would say the best 
presidential candidate site award would go to the one leading 
the political race right now. Our President's site kept me the 
most interested and, I feel, looked the best overall. This does 
not, however, mean to reflect my dec;sion in the up coming 
election, just my view on the websites. 
Please send your questions, comments, reactions and 
things you would like to see featured to this column to 
cffuture@gdi.net. Thank you 
see INTERNET, page 17 
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SAFE SEX 
REALLY PAYS! 
You could win $10,000 in the Second Annual 
"lifeStyles Condoms and Safer Sex" Video Contest! 
It's ba-ackl Here's your second chance to enter the contest that prov~ safe sex pays off in more ways than one. 
Here's the deal: Shoot a 20-second video on how you'd sell condoms and safer sex today. You can be serious, off-the-wall, 
or fall-down funny. Just knock our socks off-and you could win the LifeStyles grand prize of $10,000. 
To enter our contest for FREE, just check out the LifeStyles Web site at http:/ /www.lifestyles.com 
or, for $5.95, you can enter by calling 1-800-213-4560. Then it's lights ... camera ... action! 
. LifeStyles· 
CONDOMS 
You must be 18 or older. Open to U.S. residents only. Void in Arizono, Maryland and Vermont. Entries must be received on or before December 31, 1996. Prizes: Grand Prize (l); 510,000 cash; 2nd Place (I): 55,000 cash; 
3rd Place (l ~ $2,500 cash; 4th Place (l ): SI ,500 cosh; 5th through 10th Places (6): 51,000 cosh; Tap 250 winners: LileStyles T-shirt and cop. Toto I prizes hove an estimated retail value of 530,000. 
Winners will be announced on or before February IS, 1997. Winners noHfied by certified moil on or about February 15, 1997. For complete rules send Q sell-addressed, stamped envelope to: 
RULES: LifeStyles Video Contest, P.O. Box 675, Montville, NJ 07045-0675. Decisions of the iudges ore final. Void vdiere prohib~ed. 
Contest sponsored by Ansell Incorporated, Personal Products Division, Meridian Center I, Two Industrial Woy, Eatontown, NJ 07724. © 1996 Ansell, Inc. 
• all reviews by Dean G. Lewis 
DEAD O'DONNELL WALKING 
No. Poor Gene Hackman does not escape the gas of The 
Chamber. Hackman is former Klansman Sam Cayhall This cold-
blooded killer and racist at first despises his estranged grandson, Adam 
Hall (Chris O'Donnell), then suddenly softens up near the end. Hall is 
the attorney with the task of rescuing his grand-daddy from Mississippi's 
death row. In 1967, Cayhall and an accomplice blew up a federal 
building, killing a white civil-rights activist and his two small children. 
Nineteen years later, the dirt has resurfaced, and our mystery begins. 
Most of The Chamber is standard filler, the formulaic stuff 
meant to keep us viewers awake for two hours. However, Foley does 
structure the picture nicely with the explosion that opens the film (keep 
your eyes on the children after they open the windows to talk to one 
another), and the powerful climax that closes it, where we' re treated to 
an effectively edited sequence between Hackman, withering away in 
the fumes, and O'Donnell, running through the gates of the prison. 
Although this reminded me of Tom Cruise' short sprint in The Finn, I 
nonetheless felt compensated. Faye Dunaway is good as Hackman's 
estranged daughter, as is Raymond Barry, who plays Cay hall's fellow 
racist. But the main flaw is O'Don'hell, who's inexplicably stuck in a 
monotone one-man act. Much better with Paci no in Scent of A Woman, 
O'Donnell is terribly miscast here. For a deeper analysis of the death 
penalty, go rent the far superior Dead Man Walking. As a killer, Sean 
Penn can whip Hackman's ass anyday. 
** 1/2 (out of four) B-
l hr. 53 min. R 
SPIES LIKE US 
In Renny Harlin's (Die Hard 2, Cliffhanger) take on the spy 
action genre, real-life wife Geena Davis assumes two-roles, one as a 
mild-mannered New Jersey housewife and the other as a former assassin 
bombshell for the United States government. Her Samantha is an 
amnesia victim of eight years, now happily saddled with a family who, 
at first, are totally oblivious to her violent past. When a bald-headed bad 
guy comes knocking one early Christmas night, taking cover behind an 
unsuspecting group of carolers, Davis becomes tangled again in her alter 
ego, a tough cookie named Charlie who supposedly died eight years 
·earlier when she fell over a cliff. How she survived is never explained. 
It doesn't need to be with a wild, improbable jaw-dropper like this, a 
half-step up from Harlin's disastrous Cutthroat Island last year. 
The Long Kiss Goodnight kicks into full gear when the 
chase begins. Amateur PI Samuel L. Jackson, fresh from serving time 
in prison, helps Samantha find her past. They flee the bad guys across 
thesnowdriftsoftheNortheast, trying to keep their heads intact and their 
eyes open for any possible ambush. The script, from The l.LJ.sr Boy 
Scout' '.s Shane Black, piles the attacks on at high speed, from train 
stations to the gateway bridge, connecting Canada to the U.S. Harlin 
loves going out with a bang, as he does here, in a rousing climax above 
the rapids of the Niagra Falls. The explosion is grand, and our duo just 
barely manages to escape it by putting the pedal to the metal in a mid-
sized sedan. They cruise across the bridge, dodging car debris and 
flames reminiscent of the airborne aerobics in Twister. Strange enough, 
they make it out alive. Strange? Hardly, since this is Renny Harlin 
territory. 
see KISS, page 18 
News Network 
Call The Telephone Hotline Free! 
381-5401 
24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week 
Campus & Community Events 
Nature Trails •Joke-of the Day • Bikin~ Trails 
Useful Tips & More 
Information When Y~u Need It From Your Touch Tone Phone 
679-5144 679-6787 
Complete line 15 % Discount to 
of Fresh: Silks, rQ-... all Students & 
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Lcss:c>,n A Full Service Florist 
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Wire Service or Delivery available over phone with Major Credit Card • 
Wire service to ALL parts of the country 
In Business over 9 years 
I 0069 University Boulevard • 
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from KISS, page 16 
See long Kiss for Jackson's antics. He has a jolly time with his material, leaving pretty Geena in 
the.role of pleasing her hubby. This is their third collaboration together. I advise her to leave Renny and return 
to her glory, the delicate performances she provided us in The Accidental Tourist, Thelma and Louise, and A 
League of Their Own. 
** (outoffour) C 
1 hr. 50 min. R 
The immigrant brothers take a breather in Big Night 
THE SWEETEST TASTE OF ALL 
courtHy/RYSHER 
Stanley Tucci (Kiss of Death, TV's Murder One) and Joseph Tropiano deservedly took home the 
prestigious Waldo Salt Screenwriting award this year at the Sundance Film Fest for Big Night. The work 
that garnered much hoopla is a little gem of a film, a drama that explores the fragile relationship between two 
Italian immigrant brothers, both of whom are chefs struggling to keep their Jersey shore restaurant alive. Tony 
Shalhoub (Wings) portrays older brother Primo with gusto and sensitivity. He wants to cook and serve the 
entrees his way, despite his younger brother's (Tucci) soft heart towards a customer who may walk in once 
or twice a week. Tucci 's Secondo, is the Paradise's proprietor; he knows to survive in food service is to 
understand the ins and outs of business. When their Iienholder threatens foreclosure, Secondo stages one last 
dinner, a "big night" for whoever's invited. Oh, and what a night it becomes. 
British actor Ian Holm (Alien) is impressive as Pascal, the owner of the more popular and successful 
Italian bistro across the street. Secondo and Primo can only wish their establishment would pull in as much 
money. When Pascal promises to Secondo that a wQrldly renowned musician named Louis Prima and his band 
will stop by at the Paradise, Secondo accepts the favor, hoping the event will save his eatery. 
The supporting cast is nothing less than extraordinary. Minnie Driver (Circle of Friends) shines 
as a bank teller in love with Secondo, unaware he's secretly seeing Pascal's mistress, played by Isabella 
Rossellini (Fearless} Campbell Scott (co-directing with Tucci) also makes his mark as a zealous Cadillac 
salesman. In the tradition of other films (Babette's Feast), in which the narrative thread centers on food and 
the culinary creations that speak to us on cultural and ethnic levels, Big Night is a marvelously made treasure. 
Although its production is generally small-scale, its story is not. 
see NIGHT, page 18 
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from INTERNET, page 15 
l:ltlB S:J1BS lor t•• w••4 
I spent way to much space on my feature, so for this week only, we 
will only have a five site special. We will return next week, to our regular! y 
scheduled program. 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-dbs05766/legend.htm - The Unoffi-
cial Acura Legend Homepage. Many hundred hits· over the last two 
months . 
http://www.lpage.com/wguestbk - The world famous guest book 
server site. Have them worry and maintain your guestbook on your page. 
Great for finding out who views your site . 
http://www2.misnetcom/-::-bo/midi.html - A great site I found 
when looking for midi files. Also contains images for websites along with 
array oflinks .. 
http://www.wjrr.com- WJRR 101.1 radio station'.) website. Here 
you'll find concert updates, info on the DJs, and other events coming up 
in the Orlando area. 
http://www.ticketmaster.com - Ticketmaster online ! Get data on 
all the concerts coming to any area around the U.S. Search for your favorite_ 
band's concert dates and then buy the tickets online. 
Ceasar gets nervous in· Bound 
hR1G~T#urnRE, A FAKE I.D., AND·DAD1S 
" 'i CREDIT CARD! ! 
lvIOl~DA.Y, TIJESDAYiSQNDAY 
$2 MEXICAN BEER WITlfAUME 
' $2 RUM RUNNERS 
·$2 PURPLE ORGASMS 
$ J SEX ON THE "EACH 
$1 KAMIKAZE Sf!OOTERS 
lDC.A1FD AT 33 W CHLTRa! ST., DoWNTOWN 
·649-4270 
courtHy/QRAMERCY 
Now playing for a limited 
engagement at the 
ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER 
Part of the 
Cosmic Concert Serles 
SHOW SCHEDULE 
The Beatles in 3-D 9:00 p.m. 
Laser Metallica in 3-D 10:00 p.m. 
Laser Flashback in 3-D 11:00 p.m. 
Laser Floyd 
Shines on in 3-D 12:00 Mid. 
Mention UCF's Club Corner 
and receive $1.00 off 
with student f.D. 
Shows and show times subject to change 
without notice for more 
information call: O 
~\), ... o~{t.'\ x, ~ f3,~x, ~ 
~(, 
( 407) 896-7151 
Directions to the Orlando Science Center: 
Take 1-4 to exit 43, (Princeton) 
1/4 mile east on left In Loch Haven Park 
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"" lligh s .· .· to Sp~ibt' 
• .And ml::~ netllf~rk ! 
Major Brain Food. 
(No, that's nothisname.) 
Visit Web sites all over the 
worldAnen download 
amazing tacts through 
your computer and 
straight into your head. 
~sprint 
9u~ 
(rour Atternat~;;; Internet 
......... ,,.",,.. ... <N."·- ····...,... .. ·•" 
Don't burn up time 
waiting for a 
Pegasus terminal. 
Our high modem-
to-user ratio 
. virtually eliminates 
busy signals and 
gets you into 
your Pegasus 
e-mail fast. 
Get it off your shoulders. 
When it's time to seek 
professional help, 
our help desk support 
is FREE. 
Give us a ring today-
1-800-510-1004 
0 r for more information, 
contact the 
UCF Computer Store 
at 407-823-5603, or any 
student organization. 
Nice tie. (Not included) 
from NIGHT, page 17 
The film's main dish is an Italian pasta pie called tirnpano. Near the end we 
tasteNight 's spicy emotional hub ripen into a touching essay on the American dream. The 
taste is sweet; a delicacy of cinematic proportions that prepares us for the film's final act. 
After the all-nighter, a tired Secondo retreats to the kitchen to prepare breakfast. After he 
gives a portion to Christiano, the brothers' helper, Primo strolls in. The two brothers come 
together, contemplating their futures. The scene is wordless, yet the. power in our 
characters' gestures says a mouthful. It's a miracle a beautiful film like this can feed 
millions and still have seconds. 
*** 1/2 (out of four) A 
lhr. 48 min. R 
Stanley Tucci (left) with Ian Holm (right) in Big Night courtear/RYSHER 
FEMME FATALES ALL IN A BIND 
Jennifer Tilly (Oscar-nominee in Bullets Over Broadway) is Violet, a cunning 
gun moll who1 s been stuck with the same mob madman for five years. Ceasar, played 
expertly by Joe Pantoliano (The Fugitive), isn't eager to let his most prized possession out 
of his sight. Gina Gershon (Showgirls) is Corky, the boyish-looking maintenance girl in 
the apartment complex where Violet and Ceasar are staying. Her room is next door to 
theirs, and everything once thought secret can be heard through the cardboard wal Is. And 
so starts Bound, a sordid piece of slick film-noir from the debuting team of Andy and 
Larry Wachowski. 
Violet spots Corky in an elevator. Their sexual attraction is soon explained in 
two key scenes in whicl} they fondle one another and make love. As much as these quick 
bits of lesbian frenzy appear to be restrained, the Wachowski brothers' knack for camera 
angles on the cutting edge are, in their own weird way, startling. In one brief shot, we see 
Corky from an qverhead view lying on a bed in men's briefs. Corky even works ti kc a man; 
her shoulders are usually greased, her pants are torn and spotted with paint stains, even her 
stride, as she explains how she and Violet should swindle the hapless Ceasar out of a two-
million dollar stash, suggests a degree of the girl's masculinity. Violet is no harmless dame 
herself. She's the one who comes up with the plan as part of a desperate attempt to leave 
Ceasar. She wants to be with Corky. She has fallen in love, especially in the end when she 
tells her boss that he could have never sexually-given her what Corky did. 
The Wachowski brothers know more than a thing· or two when it comes Lo 
camera set-ups. In a twisted point-of-view shat from Ceasar's waist, we feel his shock 
when he thinks fellow mob man Johnny ran off with the loot. Utilizing slow motion, 
extreme close-ups, and other distinctive technical maneuvers, the sibling duo are able to 
sustain the mayhem in their screenplay as it proceeds in a believable and leisurely pace. 
All this works, and even better with strong performances by Tilly, Pantoliano, and 
Gershon. We may want to keep future film awards on reserve for the brothers, who. with 
their first feature, have touched audacity at its core . 
*** (out of four) B+ 
1 hr. 50 min. R 
Violet (left) and Corky (right) on the bed in Bound ~ourt••r/GRAMERCY 
Opening Friday Oct.11 
The Chamber, The Ghost and the Darkness, Heavy, The Long Kiss 
Goodnight 
Coming Attractions 
Everyone Says I Love You, Jude, Sleepers, William Shakespeare's Romeo 
and Juliet, Stonewall, Swingers, Michael Collins 
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~.e.ctnh.e:r 
(:tEl)niglrtJJf .est '96 
Refreshments provided by: 
Domino's Piu.a 
Coca-Cola 
Marriott 
Frito Lay 
T. G. Lee Dairy 
Dunkin Donuts 
Burger King 
Additional Sponson: 
UCF Police 
Army ROT~ 
1JCJ~ (}reafe~f _}(night o/Pfalj 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER t 8TH 
6 P:M-MTDNIGHT 
Scheduled Events: 
Sand Volleyball BK Sip Off 
Melonball Regatta 
Ultimate Nerf Kadima Rallcy 
Tug-of-War +/-Darts 
Pajama Tube Relay Slow Bike Race 
Two Headed Monster Relay 
HONORARY STARTER STEVE SLOAN 
Sign up at Rec. Services by October 16th!!! 
Entry limited to the first 24 teams. 
Teams consist of 4 men and 4 women 
For more infonnatioll, CALL 823-2408 
Prizes provided by: 
Walt Disney World 
Universal Studios 
Sea World 
Water Mania 
Wet 'n Wtld 
Black-Eyed Pea 
Jungle Jlln's 
Kelsey's Piz?...eria 
Fun 'n Wh~ls 
Fazoli's 
Duffy's Subs 
Pizza Hut 
Bagels Etc. 
Malibu Grand Prix & Castle 
Giovanni's 
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KNIGHT Knews 
BASEBALL 
Just when you thought the baseball 
season was nearly over, the UCF 
baseball club stepped up to the plate 
for fall workouts. The Golden 
Knights will return 15 players from 
last season. 
FOOTBALL 
UCF' s long and winding road has 
led the Golden Knights back to the 
Citrus Bowl where they will host 
Samford at 4pm Saturday. UCF ( 1-
4) will be looking to break a four 
game losing skid against the Bull-
dogs (3-2) whom they defeated 41-
14 in Orlando last season. 
GOLF 
Coming off a second place finish at 
the Yale Fall Intercollegiate, the UCF 
women's golf team will look to 
successfully defend its Beacon 
Woods Invitational title this week-
end in Bayonet Point, FL UCF 
claimed the prestigious Beacon 
Woods title by eight shots last year 
over Iowa State. It was one of three 
tournament wins for UCF last sea-
son. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
TheGoldenKnights(6-4)willtravel 
to FA U Fri. for a conference match 
with the Owls. UCF has had the last 
four days off after losing 7-4 to the 
Stetson Hatters. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
The Golden Knights (6-4) will be 
on the road this weekend visiting 
T AAC foes, College of Charleston, 
Sat. UCFwent 1-0lastweekblank-
ing the Northern Illinois Huskies 4-
0 and now hold a ranking of No. 9 in 
the latest Southeast Region poll. 
VOLLEYBALL 
UCF improved it's record against 
T AAC members to 51-0 over the 
weekend. They havenotlostamatch 
in the five years the Golden Knights 
have been a member of the confer-
ence. 
U CF blanks N. Illinois 4-0 improving to 6-4 overall 
UCF goalie Alyssa O'Brien records her fifth shutout of the 
season for the Golden Knights. O'Brien, a native of 
Heathrow, recorded three saves on 10 shots on goal. 
Did I't! 
UCF Volleyball's All-American 
Candidate Renata Menchikova 
was named TAAC Player-of-
the-Week for the second time 
this season._Menchikova is 
currently ranked fourth in the 
nation last week with 5.89 kills 
per game and has recorded 10 
plus kills in all 18 UCF · 
matches. 
The UCF women's soccer team celebrates after scoring 
eight seconds into the match on a goal by Monica 
Holschauer. Danya Harris and Sara Kane assisted the goal. 
vs. 
Sat. 4pm @ Citrus 
Bowl. 
Who thought a loogie would cause this much trouble? 
Attack of the Thursday colum-
nist.... 
Before I begin the usual rant-
ing, let me share a piece of Brian 
Schmitz' column from this Sunday's 
Sentinel. 
'' ... theKnightsdon'thavealarge 
booster base dotted with $ugar 
daddie$ ... theKnights would welcome 
contributors. There's plenty of room 
andreasontoboard.lfyou'reacollege 
football fan, now is the time to latch 
onto the Knights. 
But there aren't all that many 
takers. The city isn't behimi. UCF as it 
should be. [Amen my brother!] It's 
nwvers and shakers pay lip seroice to 
the Knights, as a less-than-charitable 
lease with the Citrus Bowl suggests. 
Where are all the corporate heavy-
weights? 
Seems that if it isn't the Magic, 
UF or FSU, it isn't cool enough for 
Orlandoans. UCF realizes that the 
competition for support is stiff ... they 
know they are diving into it headfirst, 
so why isn't everybody else? 
Well all right, leaping lizards, 
and hip hip hooray! Somebody gets it! 
Ourvoicehasbeenheard!Mr.Schmitz, 
Vie-w froin the Ben.ch 
thank you for taking our on-campus c K J k :\ many bats lying about. 
cries and airing them out in a wider en QC son; But didn't we start out the 
forum. (God knows we can't rely on year on the umpires' side? Remem-
the local radio ... ) theplayoffsbecausemajorleaguepre- ber Opening Day, when veteran 
Now on to baseball. cedentstates thatsuspensionsincurred umpire John Mc Sherry died of a 
The playoffs are wen under- duringtheregularseasondonotcarry heart attack? The entire baseball 
way, and the matchups look intrigu- over into the postseason. Decisions world grieved (except for Marge 
ing. Atlanta should have their hands have been made using that thinking Schott). When severely obese Eric 
full with the Cardinals, and the Yan- for 40 years. Gregg, a close friend of McSherry 
kees wi11 have to play sharp in order to But this is a different case that came back to umpire after dropping 
beat the Baltimore Orioles. requires new precedent because of 50 pounds and switching to a 
As Jong as they wear their spit what he did. Alomar did something healthier life-style to prevent the 
guards. that I have never seen in my entire life same fate, we applauded and wel-
All right, as much as I don't of watching baseball, or all SJX>rts for corned him back. 
want it to, thissubjectdoescomeback that matter. I see it this way: you can But all that's forgotten. The 
to Roberto Alomar and his propensity tell an ump that he's wrong. Happens umps are threatening to walk out on 
to hock one in a guy's eye. The debate quite often. All you are doing is disre- the playoffs, which makes the play-
stillrageson, forspittinginanumpire's specting his call. ers whine and moan and point fin-
face, should he or shouldn't he play? But when you spit in his face, gers, which gets the owners doing 
,This debate would have died you are disrespecting the man, and the same thing, which makes the 
down to the JX>int that nobody would everyone deserves more respect than (empty) major league 
care if left alone. But Senor L.oogie that.Nobody,NOBODY,hastheright commissioner's office come out 
himself bashed the game winning to do that, whether your name is with a statement saying that there 
home run in the 12th inning-of Game Roberto Alomar, Roberto Petagine, isn't a problem and all arguments 
4oftheDivisionalSeriesagainstCleve- Roberto Guerrero, or Roberto have been settled ... 
land. Now it's an issue again. If he Donadoni. And nobody has to take I've just exposed what base-
hadn't played, would Baltimore still that from anyone, either. I'm glad I ball has become. Remember when 
be headed to Yankee Stadium this don't know John Hirshbeck, for the it was all just a game in a vacant lot? 
week? This just fuels the fire. sake of Orioles' fans; the people I The guy who hit the ball into old 
He wasn't suspended during know would have grabbed one_of the lady Ribinowicz's yard had to go 
chase it and dodge the dogs. 
Now, it's a business-no, an 
empire-that is totally out of kilter. 
Yet small groups in this big boiling 
mix think they are in control. The 
catered-to players think they're big-
ger than the game. The owners, ex-
empt from both anti-trust regulation 
and conscience, think they're big-
ger than the game. The umpires, 
who call their own shots, think 
they're bigger than the game. And 
don't forget the regiment of agents, 
lawyers, PR guys, and player repre-
sentatives who don't think they're 
bigger than the game. They know 
they're bigger than the game. 
What is needed to quell the 
cries of these _whining voices is ... a 
commissioner. For four years 
baseball's been run without a paren-
tal figure who can get all of these 
parties into one room and at the top 
of their voice yell 
KWITCHERBELLYAKIN ! ! ! ! 
Bob Costas, get out of the 
NBC booth, the Olympics are over. 
Where are you when we really need 
you? 
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